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Number

Question

Number

Question

1

Define war

1

Define war

2

Define peace

2

Define peace

3

Define justice

3

Define justice

4

Define forgiveness

4

Define forgiveness

5

Define reconciliation

5

Define reconciliation

6

Define protest

6

Define protest

7

Define violence

7

Define violence

8

Define terrorism

8

Define terrorism

9

Give an example of Christian peaceful
protest

9

Give an example of Christian peaceful
protest

10

What are religious beliefs about protest

10

What are religious beliefs about protest

11

What are Christian views on terrorism

11

What are Christian views on terrorism

12

What are Islamic views on terrorism

12

What are Islamic views on terrorism

13

Give three reasons for war

13

Give three reasons for war

14

Define nuclear weapons

14

Define nuclear weapons

15

Define weapons of mass destruction

15

Define weapons of mass destruction

16

Define chemical weapons

16

Define chemical weapons

17

Define biological weapons

17

Define biological weapons

18

What is the religious views on WMD

18

What is the religious views on WMD

19

Define Just War

19

Define Just War

20

What are the conditiosn for a Just War

20

What are the conditiosn for a Just War

21

What are Christian views on war

21

What are Christian views on war

22

What is a Holy war

22

What is a Holy war

23

What is pacifism?

23

What is pacifism?

24

How do religious leades support victims of
war?

24

How do religious leades support victims
of war?

Number

Answer

Number

Answer

1

fighting between nations to resolve an issue

1

fighting between nations to resolve an issue

2
3
4
5
6
7

absence of conflict which leads to happiness
and harmony
Bringing about what is right and fair
pardoning someone for what they have done
wrong
restoring friendly relationships after a conflict
an expression of disapproval often in a public
group
Actions that threaten or harm others

2
3
4
5
6
7

absence of conflict which leads to happiness
and harmony
Bringing about what is right and fair
pardoning someone for what they have done
wrong
restoring friendly relationships after a conflict
an expression of disapproval often in a public
group
Actions that threaten or harm others

8

the unlawful use of violenve usually against
innocent civilians to achieve a political goal

8

the unlawful use of violenve usually against
innocent civilians to achieve a political goal

9

Civil rights movement in America Martin Luther
King

9

Civil rights movement in America Martin Luther
King

10

Christians belive that protest to achieve what is
right is acceptable. Violence is not acceptable

10

Christians belive that protest to achieve what is
right is acceptable. Violence is not acceptable

11
12

Wrong as it targets innocent people
Wrong as it targets innocent people-it goes
against Muhammad's rules of war.

11
12

Wrong as it targets innocent people
Wrong as it targets innocent people-it goes
against Muhammad's rules of war.

13

Greed/retaliation/self defence

13

Greed/retaliation/self defence

14

weapons that work by nuclear reaction

14

weapons that work by nuclear reaction

15

Kill large numbers of people and cause greta
damage

15

Kill large numbers of people and cause greta
damage

16

Use chemicals to burn, poison or paralyse
humans and destroy the natural environment

16

Use chemicals to burn, poison or paralyse
humans and destroy the natural environment

17

have living organisms or infectious material that
can lead to disease or death.

17

have living organisms or infectious material that
can lead to disease or death.

18
19

20

21
22
23

24

No religion supports the use of these weapons
A war that meets internationally accpted
criteria
Just cause/ declared by correct authority/ just
intention/last resort/chance of
success/proportional response
Many argue that fighting a just war is
acceptable, however some say ther should be
no accptance of war.
fighting for a religious cause
people to refuse to take part in war or any other
form of violence
Psychological support, a safe place to live,
medical help for injuries, acces to food and
clean water

18
19

20

21
22
23

24

No religion supports the use of these weapons
A war that meets internationally accpted
criteria
Just cause/ declared by correct authority/ just
intention/last resort/chance of
success/proportional response
Many argue that fighting a just war is
acceptable, however some say ther should be
no accptance of war.
fighting for a religious cause
people to refuse to take part in war or any other
form of violence
Psychological support, a safe place to live,
medical help for injuries, acces to food and
clean water

